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May it please Your Majesty,
In the name of our Immaculate Virgin Mary, Greeting!
It is indeed an extraordinary set of thoughts that have arisen in contemplation that we bring
before Your Majesty, which we believe, requires the most urgent attention at the highest levels.
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We believe that, given the reality of World War II gold from the far East in the Philippines,
the capabilities of modern nations states to create super hurricanes, gold lust that is the mark
of the beasts of War and that HMS Daring, one of the most advanced battleships afloat 1, most
recently in the Philippines, is headed towards port in Japan2, it begs the most serious questions
and possibilities be contemplated.
It addition, it seems beyond doubt that the Fukushima nuclear reactor and tsunami in Japan
were not natural disasters either. A recent hurricane that was sent towards Fukushima
indicates ongoing blackmail of Japanese authorities.
Judging from appearances, it seems that the Captain Angus Essenhigh of HMS Daring does
not look like his spirit sits well with him regarding the orders he has been following3.
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The Defence Secretary Philip Hammond4 has publicly stated his position, contrary to normal
Cabinet Government policy, about leaving the EU. We have reason to believe that the
Department of Defence or other entity inside Britain and/or via Chicago, controls the secret
weapons capabilities of the United States – we speak of the cryptographic keys that control
modern military equipment, leaving no room for operational commanders to countermand
orders due to their conscience or to act of their own accord.
We would suggest that that the Lord High Admiral, Prince Philip take direct control of
all Department of Defence cryptographic keys and order HMS Daring back to England.
We would suggest that all is not well within MI6, the Ministry of Defence and their American
collaborators. In short, we believe, what is going on is undeclared war, under the cover of an
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www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/onthefrontline/9052021/Falkland-Islands-Royal-Navy-packs-consider
able-punch-warns-William-Hague.html
“With HMS Illustrious much better equipped for handling large quantities of aid, HMS Daring now leaves the
Philippines and will head to Japan.”
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-25085241
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-25085168 and other videos show a very worried man.
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-22500121
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“Act of God” followed by “humanitarian” aid, using the Britain as a base to double cross
Britain, without grant of Authority from Your Majesty.
We would suggest a military tribunal directly reporting to the Lord High Admiral Prince
Philip, with military officers of unquestioned loyalty, the Ghurkas for example, be involved in
enforcing the will of Your Majesty and the Lord High Admiral.
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We would suggest that the board of MI6 be placed directly under Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May
M.P., with all operational decisions subject to her approval.
We would suggest that Crown Temple and Inns of Court, ‘Privy Council’, commissions,
committees must route their paperwork through Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May, M.P. before
‘Royal Assent’ of any form is issued.
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We would suggest a regular meeting be held by the Home Secretary and the Prime Minster
with Your Majesty and that secure, encrypted lines of communication not leased from private
vendors be used whenever telecommunication cannot be avoided.
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As a result of our recent letter, hand delivered to the Holy See in time for Pope Francis’
meeting with President Putin of Russia, a draft copy which was faxed ahead to Rt. Hon. Theresa
Mary May, M.P., the printed ones which should arrive later today, Tuesday, 26 November 2013
by DHL, we believe that Your Majesty can count on the Russian Navy to accompany HMS
Daring and to conduct “joint exercises” and pay a “goodwill visit” together, straight back to
port in England. We would suggest that the Foreign Secretary make all the necessary
invitations.
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We have also suggested that President Putin of Russia make available any military or police
assistance that is required.
We also believe that Your Majesty’s government must take immediate steps to suspend all
private security companies and use the Firearms Regulations Act with immediate effect to strip
these entities of their weapons and put Bobbies with only a baton, back on London’s streets.
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We would also suggest that all “HMRC” Magistrates take an oath of loyalty to Your Majesty,
with immediate effect, with those who fail to do so, being dismissed. We would also suggest
that all HMRC “court” accounts should be immediately seized and placed under the supervision
of Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May M.P. We suggest that all courts in England and Wales return to
Common Law, with the King James Bible as the foundation immediately, with equality of all
before God’s law, a duty of the magistrate.
We also believe that the Justice Secretary, Christopher Grayling, and the Defence Secretary
Philip Hammond should resign. Episcopal responsibility over these departments, we believe, is
best placed in the hands of Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May, M.P.
The study of history indicates that when there is episcopal responsibility, there is
accountability and peace, with fragmentation of authority, meddlers can ensure that things go
on without one soul assuming responsibility. We pray to Our Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her
child Jesus to give strength to Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May for the burdens we have placed on
her. We also believe that with this arrangement Prime Minister Rt. Hon. David Cameron is free
to conduct ‘internal’ and external diplomacy.
There has been a sudden upsurge of anti-EU hysteria coupled with “money” flowing in the
direction of UKIP. We do believe that, MI6, GCHQ and so forth, whilst pretending to watch
carefully over all communication, fail to monitor currency and bank account transactions. We
suggest that this lack of oversight must be fixed at once.
We would suggest that Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May M.P., command the powers of the Public
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Accounts Committee with episcopal authority over these matters, with power to seize banks or
accounts deemed a public security risk.
We would suggest that Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May M.P., also have episcopal oversight over
the Chancellor of the Exchequer and over all banking instrumentalities in the central banking
and retail banking system.
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The possibility of legal idiots planning revolution in England and Wales, cannot be dismissed
lightly. We also recall the fear and intimidation created by the surprise mobbing of Prince
Charles5 and the cutting down of the Gladstonbury Thorn tree6, just before Christmas in 2010,
with repeated desecration ever since.
We would suggest that the Reigning Emperor of Japan be contacted immediately by secure
channels or private envoy for similar duty of care to take place there with all necessary
assistance provided.
We are well aware that, there are those people in the west with hate in their hearts who are
itching to provoke a fight or revolution.
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We pray to Our Lord Jesus Christ, invoking his Love as the quickest route to Peace, to guide
Your Majesty and loyal servants to take the right decisions, so that all the Children of Our Lord,
all of whom are Your Majesty’s people, are served with a minimum of visible disruption.
Yours faithfully,
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Joseph Ray Sundarsson
GICOR-ref: HMQ-HolySee/1
cc: Rt. Hon. David Cameron, M.P.
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cc: Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May, M.P.
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newsfeed.time.com/2010/12/10/prince-charles-and-camilla-attacked-by-riot-mob/
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glastonbury_Thorn “It is associated with legends about Joseph of Arimathea and the
arrival of Christianity in Britain, and has appeared in written texts since the medieval period”.
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